Hart avoids MIT riot
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not to accept the invitation Wednesday by writing, after making an item about the riot in The New York Times, Cowan said.

The February 22 Times’s “Washington Talk” page reported that the Tuition Riot Committee’s invitation to President Ronald W. Reagan to speak at the riot. “President Reagan has been asked to attend a riot. That sounds like a little bit of a mess, but it is a different kind of mess,” said President John W. Cowan. The Hartavoid M IT riot

The tuition riot committee is distributing buttons which say “Riot against the institution’s outrageous tuition,” according to a Stafford “36. The committee’s riot will follow a Student Center Committee Friday afternoon lunch, she said.
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The Green Building’s appearance was altered for a short time Tuesday morning.

Only one of these pens is thin enough to draw the line below.

The newest innovation in writing is the Pilot Precise rolling ball pen. It writes extra thin and extra smooth because of its micro ball and needle-like stainless steel tip. A unique pen at a uniquely affordable price. Only $1.19.
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